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A: The licence key for AutoCAD LT 2017 is the same as 2016, however it is case sensitive. How to
validate the key: Goto Settings > Licence keys Select AutoCAD 2017 in the list of applications
Select 'License key' Enter the licence key in the 'license key validation ID' field and 'validity
range' field. You can use the '' value for the former. The next screen will show you if you are
having this licence or not. Q: Do file-based DBs like VBAkeys play nice with Tableau Server? I

have just installed Tableau Server 10.2 and I would like to use its ReportBuilder feature to create
reports on a file-based database. Can someone show me how to setup the program to work with a
'database' stored in a VBAKeys.key file? I am trying to make my life more complicated than it has

to be. A: When you open a connection to a tableau server, the connection method is object
specific. For example, if you use a Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0 provider, Tableau server will be looking
for a key file. Unless you're trying to connect to an MSAccess file or something, or you have other
third-party provider's you're using (like MSODBC), you shouldn't have much of a problem using a

VBAKey file. 1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a log joint retaining
structure for use in a box girder or the like. 2. Description of the Prior Art Many large-size

buildings are supported by box girders. In the event of earthquakes, the box girder is deformed
due to an external force, and thereby, the log joints of the box girder are crushed, and large-size

defects occur in the girders. Accordingly, the formation of a reinforced beam having a joint is
disclosed in Japanese Patent laid-open Publication No. 4-135621. FIG. 8 and FIG. 9 show the

reinforced beam disclosed in the Publication. Referring to FIG. 8 and FIG. 9, a reinforcing means
40 is formed on an upper surface of a joint 12, and a reinforcing means 34 is formed on a lower
surface of the joint 12. A concrete cover 50 and an end plate 50 are adhered to the reinforcing
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